April 1, 2020

New Social Distancing Regulations,
COVID-19 measures
The government has introduced new social distancing guidelines of 1 meter outdoors and
1.5 meters indoors. The Club is responding to ensure that the ACC remains a safe haven
for Members, their children and our staff. Here are our initial measures to conform to the
letter and spirit of the government guidelines:
Inside the clubhouse
It is not always possible to preserve 1.5 meters when walking down corridors, passing
through doorways, shopping in the Market, etc. The government recognizes this and
advises that people should wear masks in such circumstances. Old fashioned manners in
terms of allowing others to enter, exit or pass by first can also help preserve social
distancing in some of the confined spaces at the Club.

Outlets
To preserve social distancing, certain tables will not be available for Member use and
these will be discretely marked with “Reserved” signs. The outlet Manager or
host/hostess will escort Members to designated free tables and table allocation will be
done to maximize social distancing space.
Library
The furniture in the Library has been rearranged to provide social distancing space. In
addition, two of the computer terminals have been temporarily removed to create as much
space as possible in this area. The Library couch has temporarily been moved to under
the gallery opposite the ACC Market.
Salon
The Salon remains open and alternate rows of treatment chairs will be used to preserve
social distancing. Members may not be able to get appointments at their preferred time
so that these spaces can be preserved. Emily or May May can explain these and other
measures that are in place to maintain the Salon as a safe destination.
Fitness Center and Studio Spaces
We ask Members to make all efforts to preserve appropriate space when working-out, to
use alternate machines instead of adjacent ones and to follow staff instructions as
required.
Fitness class sizes continue to be limited to ten participants.
Staff will be monitoring and advising on preserving appropriate social distance.
Pool
The pool remains in use with recommendations to maintain one meter apart for lane
swimming.

Sauna, steam bath and indoor/outdoor Jacuzzi facilities
The maximum capacity for the following facilities – at any one time – will be:






Sauna: 2 persons
Steam Rooms: 2 persons
Outdoor Jacuzzi: 3 persons
Indoor Jacuzzi Cold Plunge: 1 person
Indoor Jacuzzi Warm Plunge: 2 persons

Thermal Imaging Scanner introduced
As part of our ongoing and evolving COVID-19 measures, the Club introduced a thermal
imaging scanner this week. This was done in response to Member feedback and will
replace manual temperature checks with hand held devices as our main temperature
check. Should the scanned temperature be high, a secondary reading will be taken using
the hand held device reading the temperature inside the ear (wrapped in one-use plastic
wrap for this purpose). Used this way, the hand held devices are actually more accurate
than the thermal scanner. Should your temperature be 38 degrees or above, permission to
enter the Club will be denied. As always, we appreciate your cooperation with these
measures, which are put in place for all Members, their children and our staff.

